system that tries for fair to all and here we have not one but thousands of these clauses wrapped into the minds of C.S.A. Sufferers and wrapped in a burr covered blanket deep inside the Psyche of C.S.A.suf. The fact that most people when presented with this insult to Australian law have no legal representation and are in fact told they need none as my 18 year old son was, and ended up in a room with more than 6 lawyers before his tribunal hearing, is yet another way, the church in the fullest compassion it boasts of, Intimidates C.S.A. Sufferers. I believe this sort of contract was scrapped a few years ago but the ones that are out there are very much alive in the mind of a C.S.A. sufferer. And the damage they are done. And again, the ThE anti depressants and drugs used by the C.S.A. suf will be largely funded by the Australian Taxpayer and is another institutional church launched disaster loaded onto our children our Grand children. The latest I Have heard of one of these being signed is June 09 hardly historical but capable of delivering current pain for many decades to come.